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Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
A Project in Lighting Design

1

Synopsis and Introduction of the Play
Love, death, sexuality,
greed, and family all play key
roles in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
by Tennessee Williams. Brick,
an alcoholic ex-football player,
drinks his days away mourning
the loss of his best friend and
resisting the affections of his
estranged wife, Maggie. The

Image 2: Utah State University production photo

news that his father, Big Daddy, is about to die from cancer brings memories and revelations for
both father and son. Contention in the family over the welfare of the estate ensues, leaving some
family relationships ruined, perhaps forever, and others possibly improved.
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof was produced at the Lyric
Theatre in Logan, Utah by Utah State University’s
Theatre Department in October 2015. It was directed by
Richie Call, who is an Assistant Professor at Utah State
University in the Theatre Department. The set was
designed by Associate Professor Shawn Fisher, with
costumes designed by Graduate Student Jenny
Schwartzman, and I designed the lights.

Image 3: Research Image, shadows
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Design Concept
The director, Richie Call, used this quote from a letter that Tennessee Williams sent to
Elia Kazan to guide most of his decisions: “I don’t think a soft, or sentimental ending, can do
anything but injury to the play which says only one affirmative thing about “Man’s Fate”: that he
has it still in his power not to squeal like a pig but to keep a tight mouth about it . . . and also that
love is possible; not proven or disproven, but possible. (Parker)” Richie Call shared this quote
with the designers and we used this as a base to make all of our design choices.
In addition to this quote, Richie Call also talked to me about using light to show an
impending storm in the play, as well as the imminent metaphorical storm in each of the
characters. I elected to use high contrasting colors for two reasons. First, they create a sense of
conflict and form a base of a metaphorical storm. Second, the contrasting colors would allow me
to separate the actors and the
action from the scenery in a
visual way so that the audience
could focus on the characters of
the play. I elected to show this
contrast in a step-by-step and
gradual manner so that as the
metaphorical and literal storms
approached, the contrast would

Image 4: Utah State University production photo

become greater and greater.

3

Richie Call and I also
talked about how Brick and
Maggie are never really alone
and don’t actually have any
privacy in their lives. Luckily,
Shawn Fisher designed the set
in a deconstructed manner and
used giant shutters rather than
Image 5: Utah State University production photo

walls to demonstrate this lack of

privacy in a literal way. I took advantage of this design and used lights through the shutters to
make natural gobos across the stage, which aided in making the space feel more exposed.
The play takes place in the south in the summertime in the evening and nighttime.
Because of this specific location and time, the set designer, Shawn Fisher, and I spoke at length
about how we could make it feel hot on stage, with the particular challenge of making it feel hot
at night. We devised a plan in which he placed ceiling fans in his set design that I programmed
into the lighting console to move
extremely slow. Then, I used
lights to create shadows of the
fans on the floor so that the
rotation of the fans was even
more apparent, creating the
illusion that it was hot.

Image 6: Utah State University production photo
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Research
While still in conversations with the set
designer, Shawn Fisher, about the problem of
making it simultaneously feel hot and like
nighttime on stage, I did some research on deserts
at night, ultimately discovering that the color
Image 7: Research Image, desert night

palette of deserts at night, taken out of context, only

made the stage feel cold. Consequently, we decided to use fans to create the sense that it was hot,
which made my job much easier.
I also did a lot of research on contrasting colors to
decide which colors worked best for the play and supported my
concept of using color to establish a sense of conflict. I
eventually settled on a deep orange and a deep blue. While
these colors are not a direct contrast in lighting (that would be
blue and yellow), the contrast between them creates an aesthetic
that is visually appealing. This choice of colors also allowed me
to experiment with the sense of warmth and night.

Image 8: Research Image,
contrasting colors

My research also focused a great deal on how the shadows cast
by the set’s shutter walls would interact with the scenery as well as with
the cast members. I found several images that showed horizontal
shadows cast over people and uneven surfaces to verify that it was an
effect that reinforced our concept of an impending storm and would
Image 9; Research
Image, shadows

evoke the noir feeling of the final scene when Maggie seduces Brick.

5

Studying images of storms and clouds was another important
part of my research. Richie Call asked for a little green in the storm
because the sky will often turn a little green right before and during a
tornado. Tornados are a frequent problem in Mississippi where Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof takes place and Richie Call wanted to create the sense that
the literal and metaphorical storms in the play were going to be as bad
Image 10: Research
Image, tornado

as a tornado.

Finally, the last of my research focused on the way that
the light of fireworks affects the surrounding area. During a
moment in the play when there are fireworks, Richie Call didn’t
want to see the fireworks, but he did want to have the sense that
they were going off close by. My research revealed that the light
from fireworks is very colorful and, in the nighttime, can be very
bright. They often spill light onto the surrounding area and this
light spill was what I wanted to replicate.
Image 11: Research Image,
fireworks

Image 12: Utah State University production photo
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Design Process
As soon as Richie Call, Shawn Fisher, and I agreed on our concepts, I started to design
some of the elements. Once Shawn Fisher’s set design was finalized, I realized that the lighting
instrument design positions were rather steep due to the height of the walls in the set design. I
decided to use this situation to my advantage to create steep face light angles and minimize the
amount of light that hit the set
walls. My plan for achieving this
was to use separate instruments to
light the walls, thereby allowing
me to create a visual separation of
scenery and cast. My renderings
show separation while
demonstrating that the face light

Image 13: Artist Light Rendering

still illuminates the walls on the
bottom.
I studied the gel colors for lights in conjunction with the color palettes of both the set
designer and the costume designer to make sure that the lights wouldn’t wash out or clash with
anything. Achieving this goal required several conversations with the costume designer to
discuss materials and dyes to ensure that both of our visions would be accomplished.
Angle
A typical light hang over the stage is usually somewhere between 18’ and 22’ above the
stage depending on the height of the proscenium, the height of the set, and the designer’s needs
or personal taste. The set for Cat on a Hot Tin Roof was 13’2” tall and made a semi-circle on the
stage meaning the lights needed to be much higher.
7

The Lyric also has a truss system rather than the typical
line set and batten system found in most modern theatres. This
system means that the height for the lights is in a fixed position
rather than on an adjustable batten. The height of the truss in
the Lyric is at 24’, with some pipes on the edges at 20’. This
configuration essentially left me with few options for
unobstructed side and back lighting unless the angle was
greater than the desired 45°. My other option was to use the set
Image 14: Research Image,
light angle

to my advantage and light through the set to create interesting
shadows through the shutter-like walls.
Texture

The difficulty with using the walls as my source of texture was that the result could look
messy or disorienting on the stage. Natural sunlight has a light source that is millions of miles
away so a 20’ wall with windows will have the same angle of light coming through each window
and people are used to seeing this unified direction in the lights and shadows in nature. In the
theatre, my light sources are only a matter of a few feet away from
these wall which meant if I had two lights shining through two
different shutters I either had to make the angles match or accept
the fact that the angles would be different, sometimes drastically
because of the theatre’s limitations. I ended up deciding to mix the
two extremes and use lights and positions that created similar
angles and I avoided using any two simultaneously that overlapped
in an extremely unnatural way.

Image 15: Research
Image, texture
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Intensity and Contrast
The action of the play takes place entirely indoors and
through the evening and into the night of a single day. It also
takes place in the summer on a Southern plantation. The
action of the play is very realistic, as is the passage of time.
The set design for the play was deconstructed, meaning that it
was based in reality and used realistic elements while, at the
same time, being unrealistic when compared to a house that
people would actually live in. Rather than weakening each
other, I believe these two elements of reality and
Image 16: Research Image,
contrasting colors

deconstructed reality helped support and strengthen one

another. In the play, people are living within a reality while portraying a different façade―a sort
of deconstructed reality―to the other characters in the play.
My job, in this case, was to build a metaphorical bridge between the two worlds of reality
and deconstructed reality. To accomplish this, I used a mixture of realistic lighting and
unrealistic, saturated,
contrasting colors of blue and
orange to cause separation
between the scenery and
actors. The contrasting colors
served to separate the action
of the characters on the stage
from the scenery and
Image 17: Utah State University production photo
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background, while the realistic lighting kept the action rooted in a believable re-creation of a
summer evening inside a plantation home.
The intensity levels of
the lights I chose were also
affected by the color choices.
The separation created by the
contrasting colors made it
possible to use the lights at a
lower level of intensity, if
Image 18: Utah State University production photo

desired; because it is easier for

the human eye to focus on something in darker light if there is a higher contrast of color.
Typically in lighting, the contrast ratio between the main light source or key light and the
ambient light should be 4:1 or higher. This ratio means that the key light should be essentially
four times brighter than the fill light. Anything lower than this makes it harder for the human eye
to focus on the subject. This flexibility in intensity levels allowed for moments of darkness
without the audience losing all the action in the darkness, thereby increasing the dynamics of the
play.
Color
The color palette I created was based around realistic light
from a summer evening in the south and variations of those colors in
different levels of saturation. I selected three main colors: blue,
orange, and violet to be my color palette, with variations on each of
Image 19: Research
Image, color palette
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these. I added a pale green for the storm look that Richie Call and I decided to use to make the
storm feel as dangerous as a tornado.
The deep saturated orange and blue contrasted nicely
with each other and were also born out of my research. When I
was originally looking for contrasting colors, I thought about
going with blue and yellow because they are on opposite sides of
the color wheel and would work nicely together. Then I came
across an image of the sunset hitting the wavy water and I found
the contrast of orange against the blue of the water more
appealing than the contrast of the blue and yellow. The result of
Image 20: Research Image,
sunset on wavy water

the choice to use orange and blue was better than I had

anticipated and I was pleased with its overall effect on the quality of the show.
Once I had established my overall color palette, I started to select actual gel colors from
the Rosco gel filters. I started with selecting gels for face light because that is where I decided to
put my key light for two reasons: 1) the set’s height restricted the placing of the key light to only
a few locations; since the play takes place indoors, it is more realistic to have the key light come
from the front rather than the side to mimic artificial lighting inside a house.
R02, Bastard Amber:
I normally choose the color for my warm face light first because it is
often the most used light system and by choosing it first, I can base the rest of
my decisions off of that one choice. For warm face light, I chose Rosco 02 or R02, also called
Bastard Amber, for many of the same reasons that many lighting designers choose it. One of the
first reasons for its popularity as a choice is its high transmission rate of 78%, which means
11

roughly 78% of white light can pass through this gel. The high transmission rate also means that
the light that passes through the gel is only slightly tinted, which I found desirable because I
wanted to add the colors of the sunset into the show without making everyone look pink or
orange. R02 is also an excellent color for Caucasian skin tones because of its slight pink tone that
makes people appear more healthy and alive.
R61, Mist Blue:
Rosco 61, R61, or Mist Blue was what I chose for my cool face light
system. I frequently use R60, which is slightly less blue, but for this production
I wanted a slightly darker tint of blue because so much of the play takes place at night. Mist blue
still allows about 66% of light to pass through it so it is not considered a saturated blue. Even so,
it does tint the light blue, helping to establish that it is nighttime in the action of the play. I also
felt I could use a slightly darker blue because I had enough instruments for a third system of face
light color.
R51, Surprise Pink:
Rosco 51 is called Surprise Pink even though it is more of a soft lavender
color. It has an interesting effect on many conventional lights because it makes
them look almost white. The reason for this effect is that most conventional lights naturally have
a lot of amber in them. R51 only lets about 54% of light through, most of it white light, resulting
in a slightly tinted white light. The reason I like to use R51 is that I can mix it with the R02
warm light without changing the color temperature of the overall feel. In addition, R51 has a
similar effect on the R61 cool light without warming up the overall stage look too much. What

12

this means, then, is that I can use R61 to add more light overall to both the warm and cool
washes. I used the R51 system to achieve what is called a neutral system.
R318, Mayan Sun:
I typically choose the back or top light gel colors next, but for this
production I used LED lights for both so I could have more color options.
Consequently, I decided to choose the side light color next, and I and chose Rosco 318, Mayan
Sun, as the warm side light color. R318 is very saturated, but because it is an amber color and
conventional lights are typically amber as well, it still lets about 52% of light pass through.
Additionally, R318 has a lot of pink it and is, therefore, more reminiscent of a sunset than
straight amber. Because of this I knew this to be an ideal color for the sunset scene.
R80, Primary Blue:
Rosco 80 is a very saturated blue that has a lot of red undertones in it. It
only allows about 9% of light to pass through it and is often used in cyc light
washes as the primary blue even though it is not technically “primary blue” since it has so much
red in it. The color result is a deep blue, making R80 very useful in achieving a nighttime feel
without making it feel too cold. I used R80 as a side light cool system to subtly add some blue
during the nighttime scenes.
R58, Deep Lavender:
I wanted a more saturated lavender for the side light to add a little texture
here and there in the darker night scenes, so I decided to use Rosco 58. R58 is
a very deep lavender and only allows about 10% of light to transmit through it. This transmission
rate meant that even at full intensity, the light was subtle enough not to be intrusive, while still
13

adding another element of texture to some of the scenes. I also used this color as a toner from the
front, which allowed me to make slight adjustments to the lighting for different skin tones and
costumes.
R321, Soft Golden Amber:
The other toner I chose was Rosco 321, which is a deeper amber with
some red in it. R321 allows about 39% of light to pass through it. This
particular color mimics the color of sunlight later in the day and it was, therefore, very useful for
toning people and costumes in the scenes that take place during the evening. The color gave a
soft glow to skin tones and a warmth to the stage that imitated a warm summer night.
R94, Kelly Green:
R94 is the color that I used in conjunction with LEDs to create a sense of
an approaching storm. Green is an unnatural light color and Rosco 94, in
particular, is therefore, frequently used for fantastical scenes or re-creations of unnatural events. I
used R94 sparingly to help create the ambient lighting of the scenes. The result was an eerie
undertone added to the action on the stage which became more apparent with the approach of the
storm. This color was particularly important in the Big Daddy and Brick confrontation scene.
R03, Dark Bastard Amber:
Rosco 03 is a darker, more saturated version of Rosco 02. I used the R03
color sparingly to act like a hall light when people opened the door onstage. Its
dark amber color mixed with the already amber color of the light source created an excellent
likeness to an old incandescent light bulb.

14

Drafting
I was first introduced to light drafting in high school when my theatre teacher invited a
professional to our school to help us with a play. I was then employed by Tuacahn as a lighting
technician during the summers and read light plots as a member of the crew. My undergraduate
job was being a master electrician at Brigham Young University and that experience
dramatically increased my understanding of drafting light plots. By the time I arrived at Utah
State University, I had a solid understanding of light plots and how they work but I hadn’t done
many of my own. Cat on a Hot Tin Roof was my second realized lighting design at Utah State
University and probably the fourth design I had actually plotted out in a professional-style light
plot rather than on a piece of paper by hand.

Image 21: Light Plot
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My drafting process tends to go hand in hand with my design process because when I
start looking at available angles and positions, I start mapping out in my mind and on paper
where I want lights to be hung. I normally start by deciding where my main light source or key
light is going to be, which in the case of Cat on a hot Tin Roof was my front face light. There is
only enough room to have 15 lights in the beam position of the Lyric, so I decided to create three
systems of front light with five lights each for five areas across the front of the stage. I then
added a light on the stage left and stage right boom for fill light for the two face light systems
that I knew I was going to use the most. I added two additional instruments to the 20-foot
position to fill the upstage area of the stage so that I could maintain a steep angle and keep the
face light from hitting the scenery walls too much.

Image 22: Light Plot detail, face light

Top and back light for this play were probably the easiest elements to design and
draft because of the height of the set walls. Because of the limited space available to position the
instruments and in order to make that space more versatile I decided to use LED lights. The
advantages of LED
lights in this case were
that they offer a large
range of colors, they
are small so more can
fit in a small space, and

Image 23: Light Plot detail, top light
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they are relatively bright. I ended up using a combination of two types of LED fixtures for my
design: four Mac Auras, which are moving lights with focus ability, and 10 Chauvet Stage
Battens, which are narrow and have a sharp falloff curve so the light dissipates after a short
distance. This feature makes them more controllable in tight spaces. I also used an additional five
Chauvet Stage Battens to make a pixel map for the firework effect.
Some of the most important lights
for my design were the sidelights. They
added dimension depth to the design that
is impossible to achieve with any other
lights. In total, I used 22 sidelights. 11 on
stage left and 11 on stage right hung in a
semi-symmetrical way to accommodate
the needs in my design. The greatest
difference between the lighting on the two
Image 24: Light Plot detail, stage right side light

sides of the stage was achieved through

the color selection. I used R03 on the stage right side for the light coming through the door to
represent the hall light, and on stage left, I used R80 to help add texture to the night scenes.
I added some lights on the balcony rail mainly for toner just to help adjust the color
temperature of the overall scene as needed. I also used the Lyric’s standard LED cyc wash
because it allowed me to have a dynamic range of colors. Finally, I
added some moving instruments called Apollo Right Arms for specials
just in case the director decided that we needed to isolate an area more
than I had planned.

Image 25: Light Plot
detail, toner lights
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Image 26: Drafting, title page
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Image 27: Drafting, light plot
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Image 28: Drafting, sectional

Light Renderings
The process for rendering for Cat on a Hot Tin Roof ended up being an interesting
process. Normally the main purpose for renderings is to communicate the plan for lighting
design with the director and other designers. Renderings were used in this way for this show but
there was an additional reason I did the renderings. I wanted to explore color combinations and
design elements. It was extremely helpful for me to have the renderings so I could explore color
choices and experiment with my idea of using contrasting colors to help separate the actor from
the scenery.

I have several different methods of doing renderings for shows but my favorite is to do
3D renderings because they give me a better idea of how the lights will work in reality. For Cat
on a Hot Tin Roof, I was fortunate enough to work with the set designer, Shawn Fisher, who
made renderings of his set in Photoshop. I am experienced with Photoshop so I was able to take
his renderings and produce my light renderings relatively quickly. Normally I have to recreate
the set in Photoshop, three dimensional space, or draw it by hand, which consumes much of my
time.
In Photoshop I use a process of layers and layer styles to give the illusion of light. I took
Mr. Fisher’s rendering, which had some basic light in it, and I deleted or hid those light layers. I
then proceeded to make selections of the layers based on where light would hit objects and made
a layer of “light.” I repeated this process a number of times until I had the desired layers to
represent the different light sources I designed in my plot. After this, I had to test different ways
of making the “light” layers look like light.
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Part of making Photoshop layers look like light requires changing the layer type and
opacity. I often use a layer type called “lighten” to make it look like light but this strategy
sometimes has a similar effect to an overexposed photo with details tending to get lost. Another
option I frequently use is “overlay,” which only works if the Photoshop layers under the “light”
layer are similar in color because “overlay” affects every color differently. There are more
options to choose from, like “screen” and “multiply,” which all have different effects depending
on a multitude of factors. Normally I use a combination of two or more of them. To achieve a
combination of two of them, the “light” layer needs to be duplicated and then the desired layer
styles are applied to each layer (only one layer style can be used per layer). I then adjust the
opacity of each layer to get the desired effect. The process can be a tedious one since it involves
a lot of guess and check, but I have never been disappointed with the end results.

Image 29: Light Rendering, scene 1
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Image 30: Light Rendering, scene 2

Image 31: Light Rendering, scene 3
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Image 32: Light Rendering, final moment

Production Process
Budget:
I was given a $300 budget for this show. Most lighting budgets are in the thousands, but
$300 for this show was more than enough because all I needed to purchase was gel. Gel normally
costs somewhere between $7-12 a sheet and I needed to order about ten sheets, which meant I
needed about $70-120 and that was well below the budget line.
Hang:
The set for Cat on a Hot Tin Roof was designed as a box set, which means there is only
one location to light. For this reason, a box set is easier to light than a typical musical with its
dozen or so locations and several set pieces that move on and off stage, each change requiring a
different set of lights. The box set for Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, then, meant that I had a lot less
work in the hang process because I didn’t need nearly as many lights as a show with multiple
locations. I typically separate my crew into a number of groups, each consisting of a different
number of individuals depending on experience and the difficulty of the task. For the hang for
this production, I had two groups, one a more experienced group that took care of the more
hazardous tasks like hanging lights on the truss. The other group had a medium level of
experience and a few of the individuals in this crew were uncomfortable with many of the tasks
required to execute a light plot. For these reasons, the second group was typically tasked with
jobs that were less technical in nature. With these two groups, I was able to get the hang done in
a timeframe of approximately 13 hours spread over about a week.
Focus:
Focus was easily the trickiest part of the process. The height of the set created a multitude
of challenges. One of the less obvious ones was that the tall set required some stabilization from
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the truss on the top as well as from the sides. The top stabilization meant that I had to adjust the
position of some of the lights to make room for the set while leaving enough room to focus the
lights where they were needed. The side stabilizers also meant that maneuvering a ladder into
position to hang lights required a lot of skill and forethought.
The rest of the focusing process went fairly well. Once the set was in place, I once again
divided the crew into different groups. One person was in charge of the light console and he or
she would bring up different lights or groups of lights as I asked for them. I then had two other
groups, each with at least one experienced person. I directed the focus from the stage so I could
manage both crews at the same time and see if they were focusing the lights correctly.
Programming:
The show takes place in real time, meaning that the passage of time in the show occurs at
the same rate as real time. As a result, there are no scenes that jump into the future or flashbacks
into a previous time. The real time attribute means I could have essentially programed one cue
for each scene fairly easily. My design and concept, however, didn’t allow for that. I needed to
have some lighting shifts throughout the scenes to not only help with the illusion that time was
passing but also to slowly move from realism to a more contrasting light to represent the
metaphorical storm raging between the actors on stage. To achieve the goals of the design and
concept, I programed a number of cues with unusually long cue times so the light changes
occurred so slowly that unless someone really watched for the changes on stage, they wouldn’t
notice they had happened.
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Image 33: Utah State University production photo, Maggie and Brick fight

Image 34: Utah State University production photo, Brick and Big Daddy
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Image 35: Utah State University production photo, Maggie seducing Brick 1

Image 36: Utah State University production photo, Maggie seducing Brick 2
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Image 37: Utah State University production photo, Maggie and Brick final moment

Evaluation
As for the overall success of my design, I feel it was very successful. I was pleased with
the result and the director was also pleased with my design. My professors and peers gave me
good feedback and most of it was positive.
While praise and positive feedback are nice to receive and can seem like indicators of success, I
feel that there are two questions that can serve as more accurate measures of any artist’s success.
First, is the artist pleased with the end product? Second, does the intended audience understand
the art in the way the artist intended? The answer to the first question is an easy one for me to
gauge relative to Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. I feel like I was successful in very closely achieving the
vision I originally had in mind when I solidified my design concept. The answer to the second
question is much harder for any artist to determine but it can be particularly hard for lighting
designers simply because, more often than not, the lighting is supposed to play a supportive role
in the production and not draw attention to itself. Because of that fact, when a design is done
well, audience members tend not to notice the lighting and, therefore, don’t give feedback. In
lighting design, then, no news is good news. I didn’t receive any feedback from the patrons that
came to the show, but their reaction to the overall experience was very positive. I consider this
response, and lack thereof, as proof that Cat on a Hot Tin Roof was a hit and that my lighting
design, specifically, was successful.
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Reasons to be Pretty
A Project in Set Design
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Synopsis and Introduction to the Play
Modern society has an obsession with physical appearance. That obsession more often
than not creates rifts in relationships. Sometimes those rifts become insurmountable obstacles
that take people from thinking they
are in a good, healthy relationship to
feeling like they are completely
unlovable strangers. Reasons to be
Pretty, a play by Neil LaBute,
explores the lives of two couples and
how their relationships are dictated by
the unseen modern obsession of

Image 2: Utah State University production photo

physical appearance.
Reasons to be Pretty was produced in the Black Box Theatre at Utah State University
under the direction of Adrianne Moore. Costumes were designed by Jenny Schwartzman, the
light design was by Wesley Cone, I was the set designer, and the props master was Alex
Cespedes.
Design Concept
Reasons to be Pretty is set in a factory and
various other locations in a modern suburban area.
For the design, my original desire was to create a
unit set that used furniture to establish each location,
but it was important to the director, Adrianne Moore,
that each location be established by more than just
Image 3: Research Image, break room
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furniture. With that direction in mind, I decided that my scenic concept would be based in the
factory with parts of the factory rotating to reveal set pieces that would establish the other areas
in the play. The challenge in creating these locations was magnified by the fact that this
production was produced in the Black Box Theatre, which is a small space with no proscenium
or wing space.
With this show, I embarked on my first set design experience at Utah State University
knowing full well the issues in creating a set that evoked a modern world and each location while
still maintaining the presence of the factory. I wanted to bring the audience into the world of Neil
LaBute so they could understand and relate to the action on the stage.
Research
I started my set design research by
looking at factories and factory break rooms
because I knew that the majority of the play
takes place in a factory break room. Finding
plenty of images of both factories and their
break rooms, I soon discovered that there

Image 4: Research Image, factory floor

were many common elements in modern factories that
I desired to implement in my design. Many of the
factories I researched had truss work that typically
was made from angle iron to support the roof. Most of
the factories had a lot of exposed concrete or cement,
as well as other steel elements typical of industrial
buildings. The floors in these places were either
Image 5: Research Image, truss
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concrete or cheap linoleum flooring. Typically, the factories favored a more functional approach
to their break rooms and factory floors that ignored any sense of an aesthetically pleasing design.
Most had signs for safety and other information displayed prominently and haphazardly on walls
throughout the break room or jam-packed on a bulletin board located in a conspicuous location.
Another location I needed to
research for the show was the
apartment bedroom that one couple
would use. As part of the research, I
needed to figure out a way to get a bed
on and off the stage quickly without
any wing space to store it in. In my
research, I paid particular attention to

Image 6: Research Image, bedroom

the apartments that had patterned wallpaper because I didn’t want a large, solid color wall in my
design that would damage the sense of industrial clutter I wanted to incorporate in the overall
design. When I encountered Murphy beds in my research, I decided to design the bedroom set
piece with a bed that could fold up and store behind the factory set, allowing for a quick change
in the Black Box.
I also needed to investigate scenic
elements for a scene that takes place in a mall
food court. In my research, I found that many
food courts have checkered patterns on the
walls and floors. They are also decorated with
bright colors, like reds and yellows, to attract
Image 7: Research Image, mall food court
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people’s attention. Something that stood out to me was how the checkered patterns of the
linoleum floors of the mall food courts looked similar to the factory linoleum floors and I
decided to incorporate this look into the design of the floor paint treatment.
I had two other locations that I needed to
incorporate into the design: first, a baseball park and
second, the lobby of a restaurant that would be
frequented by working class people. I decided the ball
park would best be designed by leaving it as open as
possible to evoke the feeling of an open outdoor space.
I knew, too, that the openness of the design for the ball

Image 8: Research Image, bench

park would also work well for the fight sequence designated in the script for this scene. I also
decided to include a bench in the design that was similar to baseball benches I found in my
research.
For the restaurant lobby, I needed a simple and quick way to establish the location. After
looking through my research, I decided to use a hostess stand as an indication of where the action
was taking place. I knew that a hostess stand would also be small enough to facilitate a quick set
change.
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Design Process and Execution
Much of the inspiration for my set design came
from research on factories and factory break rooms. My
aim was to create a world that would feel real without
making the set ultra-realistic. Beginning with thumbnail
sketches, I drew to explore the space in the Black Box, as
well as the overall line and shape of my design
composition. My original thumbnails explored a more
suggested realism approach where most things were not

Image 9: Original thumb

literal and the locations would be implied using furnishing
and other simple elements. After speaking with the
director, Adrianne Moore, I shifted to a style that was more
selected realism rather than purely evocative. This
approach presented a new set of problems because
selective realism requires more elements of reality. The

Image 10: Later thumb

physical pieces used to create these elements would need to be stored someplace and designed in
such a way that they could be easily and quickly moved during scene changes. The inadequate
space in the Black Box to move large pieces of scenery on and off stage coupled with the reality
of limited offstage storage space for large scenery led to my decision that the scenery units
would portray the factory on one side and have elements for the other locations on the other side.
The units could then rotate to reveal the required elements when the script called for them.
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Shawn Fisher was my
mentor on this project and I
sought his guidance as often as I
could. I also consulted with the
director to ensure that all of her
needs were being met with the
plan for the set design. With
Image 11 and 12: Renderings of rotating set piece concept

advice from these two, I

eventually created several 3D renderings that I then presented to both Fisher and Moore.
I chose to use the truss elements from my factory research to create a type of portal to
frame the set and to establish a unified look for the stage. I then designed three main units that
lined up against the back wall. The middle unit was much larger than the two end units. The
three units were comprised of industrial shelving on one side to create the sense of the factory.
The shelves also served to hold unused pieces of scenery and set dressing which could be pulled
off the shelves when needed
and then stored on the shelves
when not in use. This
convenient arrangement
expedited the scene changes
and saved a great deal of space
backstage. I also designed two
additional units to go stage left
and right.

Image 13: Utah State University production photo, truss
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On the other side of the three main
pieces were scenery for different locations.
The back stage right unit had the bedroom
wall on the other side, which included a bed
that could fold up when not in use. On the
reverse side of the upstage center and
largest unit there was a counter, fridge, sink
Image 14: Rendering of bedroom

and other elements used in the break room

scenes. This unit was the largest because the factory break room was the most frequently visited
location in the play and the only location visited more than once. The upstage left unit had a soda
machine and other components of a mall food court so that it could be turned around to use for
the mall scene.
The other two units located far stage left and stage right of the main acting space were
stationary shelf units that
stored other scenery
pieces, while helping
evoke the look of the
factory. The remainder
of the unused shelving
was dressed with boxes
that bore a logo I
designed for the factory.
Image 15: Utah State University production photo, break room
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Image 16: Utah State University production photo, floor

The building and painting for the design went relatively quickly. The counter for the
break room was purchased as a prefabricated kit to be consistent with the goal of creating a
modern factory break room. The walls were fairly simple and the floor was painted in an
understated checkered pattern that was appropriate for the break room and food court without
being a distraction in the other scenes.
I encountered two big challenges in the process of designing the set. The first challenge
emerged when we discovered that the shelves we ordered for the factory weren’t going to arrive
on time. The second problem involved the folding bed, a problem that was resolved when Matt
Stowe, the technical director, was able to rig the bed and get it functioning correctly. With that
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problem out of the way, Matt and I focused on the problem related to the shelves for the factory
set.
The shelves that I indicated in my
renderings and that I wanted for my design
had orange upright supports and green cross
beams with a steel grating for the actual
shelf. When we discovered that the shelves
that we had ordered wouldn’t arrive on time,
Matt and I began searching for other
options. Part of the problem we encountered

Image 17: Rendering of green and orange shelves

was that the shelves needed to fit on the units and be roughly the right height, width, and length
so that they wouldn’t stick up over the top of the walls too much or fall off the platforms. After
much searching, Matt was able to find some black industrial shelving units at Home Depot that
retained much of my original design . We purchased these shelves and completed the build in
time for tech rehearsal.
I worked closely with the scenic charge, Kimberly Jackson, on this project and she was
able to quickly and efficiently execute my design. She used my renderings as well as images that
I provided to create samples of paint that I then looked at and gave feedback on to accomplish
my vision for this show.
I worked closely with the scenic charge, Kimberly Jackson, on this project and she was
able to quickly and efficiently execute my design. She used my renderings as well as images that
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I provided to create samples of paint that I then looked at and gave feedback on to accomplish

Image 18: Process photo, platforms with walls

my vision for this show.

Image 19: Process photo, platforms with walls and shelves
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Image 20: Process photo, bedroom

Image 21: Process photo, bedroom with wallpaper
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Image 22: Process photo, break room

Image 23: Process photo, break room, restaurant and food court
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Evaluation
This was my first-ever set design ever and I learned a great deal about the process as well
as the effort that goes into scenic design. Before this project, I was skeptical about how I would
feel about scenic design and it was only with the encouragement of my mentors, particularly
Shawn Fisher, that I even considered creating the design for Reasons to be Pretty.
As I reflect on my experience, the main lesson I learned is that it is useful to do as much
work and problem solving as you can during the actual design process, rather than waiting until
later in the process. The things I did think about early on, like the units doubling as two
locations, went smoothly. The things I didn’t think about, like the availability of the shelves,
ended up being a problem.
I feel like my design was a successful one, supported the direction and action of the play.
I learned a lot about design and I also learned from my mistakes. In my opinion, the most
significant reward I got from this experience in my opinion is that I now love doing set design,
and I owe that outcome to this project and the people who mentored me through it.
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Image 24: Rendering of baseball park

Image 25: Rendering of bedroom
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Image 26: Rendering of break room

Image 27: Rendering of mall food court
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Image 29: Rendering of restaurant lobby

Image 30: Utah State University production photo of break room
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Image 31: Utah State University production photo

Image 32: Utah State University production photo of mall food court
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Image 33: Utah State University production photo of bedroom

Image 34: Utah State University production photo of baseball park
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Reasons to be Pretty, production photo, photo of break room. Image 30. Utah State University.
McAllister, Andrew. 2016
Reasons to be Pretty, production photo, photo of mall food court. Image 32. Utah State
University. McAllister, Andrew. 2016
Reasons to be Pretty, production photo, truss, Utah State University. McAllister, Andrew. 2016.
Reasons to be Pretty, production photo. Image 31. Utah State University. McAllister, Andrew.
2016
Rendering, Rendering of baseball park. Image 24. Personal photograph by author. 2016.
Rendering, Rendering of bedroom. Image 14. Personal photograph by author. 2016.
Rendering, Rendering of bedroom. Image 25. Personal photograph by author. 2016.
Rendering, Rendering of break room. Image 26. Personal photograph by author. 2016.
Rendering, Rendering of green and orange shelves. Image 17. Personal photograph by author.
2016.
Rendering, Rendering of mall food court. Image 27. Personal photograph by author. 2016.
Rendering, Rendering of restaurant lobby. Image 29. Personal photograph by author. 2016.
Rendering, rotating set piece concept. Image 11. Personal photograph by author. 2016.
Rendering, rotating set piece concept. Image 12. Personal photograph by author. 2016.
Thumbnail Sketch, Later thumb. Personal photograph by author. 2016.
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Thumbnail Sketch, Original thumb. Personal photograph by author. 2016.
Uline. Locker Room Bench – 48 x 9 x 17 ”. Photograph. Web.
<https://www.uline.com/Product/ProductDetailRootItem?modelnumber=H3009&pricode=WY672&gadtype=pla&id=H3009&gclid=CjwKEAiA6OnFBRDcgt7YmPKI33ESJACJoTJY3tcDl2qagelRkVZOnatZ
GzzRLbHfSJ6Ok44pkOKgrhoCQpTw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds>.
Unknown. Untitled picture of breakroom. Photograph. Web.
<http://mail.manley.com/img/tour30.jpg>.
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Twelfth Night or What You Will
A Project in Lighting and Projection Design
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Synopsis and Introduction of the Play
The young Viola arrives
on the shore of Illyria after being
separated from her twin brother
by a shipwreck. To survive in this
new land, she must disguise
herself as a young man named
Cesario. The Lady Olivia meets
this young woman and, thinking
that she is actually a man, falls in

Image 2: Utah State University production photo, shipwreck

love with her. The Duke Orsino is in love with Lady Olivia and Viola falls in love with the duke.
Viola’s twin, Sebastian, arrives and Lady Olivia mistakes him for his disguised sister. In addition
to the love triangles, there are several jokes played on an unsuspecting man named Malvolio.
Ultimately, everything is resolved and the couples are married after much laughter on the part of
the audience.
Twelfth Night or What You
Will by William Shakespeare was
produced in the Morgan Theatre in
Logan, Utah, by Utah State
University’s Theatre Department.
The director was Jason Spelbring,
with set being designed by Trevor
Image 3: Utah State University production photo, Viola

Flocco and the costumes designed
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by Nancy Hills. I designed both the lighting and the projections, with Jenner Price as the
assistant lighting designer and Patrick Mathis as the assistant projection designer.
Design Concept
At the beginning of the
design process, Jason Spelbring
approached the design team
with a well-thought-out
concept. He wanted our
production of Twelfth Night to
be a journey from darkness into
light. He also shared an image
of a wrecked steamship and
talked to us about using it as

Image 4: Research Image, Steamship wreck photo from Jason

basis for our design work because it embodied the idea of beauty coming from decay or
something good coming from something bad. Spelbring also discussed his idea to create an
opening sequence of a storm to help set the mood of darkness and destruction moving towards
beauty and light. With this direction in mind, I began researching ideas, often sharing images
from my research with Spelbring and Flocco.
In addition to this direction provided by Jason Spelbring, the design team decided the
play would take place somewhere in Eastern Europe during or immediately following the first
World War. This decision gave me more direction and more specifics for my research.
After a few weeks, the set designer, Trevor, had a design which included three large
“ships” that could be used as projection surfaces. Spelbring, Flocco, and I had talked about using
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projection in our original talks, but with a set design now in place, I was able to actually
conceptualize what those projections would be.
Research
Much of my early research was focused on colors found
in oceanic areas, as well pictures that embodied the idea of
beauty coming from decay or light coming from darkness. I
found many images of shipwrecks like the one Jason Spelbring
gave us early on that had a variety of colors. I noticed that the
romanticized images of wrecks had a lot of saturate colors and
mixed pinks, blues, and purples. I found these colors to be
consistent with the romantic parts of Twelfth Night but
inconsistent with the comedic parts. I soon discovered I would
need a color pallet that ranged from romantic to comedic, with

Image 5: Research Image,
romantic wreck

a little bit of intensity at times.
I continued my research, looking at ocean scenes that had
more natural lighting and less of a romanticized feeling. I
noticed that the colors in these images were flatter in their
coloring but while still maintaining many of the same tones
found in the picturesque images of the wrecks only less
saturate in the quality of the colors. It was at this point in my
research that I decided to use several different systems to mix
colors of a variety of saturations so I could oscillate between
Image 6: Research Image,
natural light

romantic and comedic moods.
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Design Process
Once my concept
was established, I began
the design process. I
decided to try a new
technique in my design
process that was
somewhat unfamiliar to
me. This process was the

Image 7: Rendering, Duke Orsino’s room

use of 3D design tools. I
determined to use Cinema 4D because it was the 3D software that was the most familiar to me.
Cinema 4D allowed me to create the set in three-dimensional space and experiment with
textures, angles, and colors long before the set was built. Having this ability was important to me
because I knew that my time for set up in the Morgan Theatre would be limited, meaning that
there wouldn’t be time to experiment in the space.
After constructing the model in Cinema 4D, I began
creating projections to test and started experimenting with lighting
angles and colors. Something that I didn’t count on was that using
3D software would extend the amount of time it took to design the
show. This was a result of how long it took to render a projection
and then re-render it as a projection in the model. For example, I
used rain drops in one scene. I had to render the drops as a video
Image 8: Research Image,
moon

that I later used in real life as a projection. Then I inserted the
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completed video of the rain into my 3D rendering of the model as a projection and exported a
rendering of the model with the rain video. The benefit of this process was that, although long, it
proved to be more accurate than other methods I have used in the past.
Angle
The Morgan Theatre has a thrust stage rather than a traditional proscenium, which means
that most of the action takes place on a stage that juts out beyond the proscenium with the
audience surrounding it on three sides. This arrangement is a major obstacle for lighting because
all of the electrics are upstage of the action and I need to light three sides rather than one. In
order to get any top light, I needed to use a 40’ truss piece that we purchased to extend above the
thrust part of the stage. I was limited in the amount of lights that I could use on this truss because
it was only supported by chains on the extreme ends due to the limited number of rigging points
in the venue. A 40’ truss with support limited to each end has a carrying capacity that is much
less than a truss that can be supported by three or four different points. To maximize this position
for lighting, I only used intelligent lights which move and change colors, so they could be used
for many different purposes including specials, top light, and texture.

Image 9: Light Plot section, 40’ truss

With that problem solved I needed to figure out the issue of lighting three different angles
of face light. With a limited inventory and a massive stage to cover, I had to spread my face light
the best I could and sacrifice my preferred three-color system for a two-color system of a warm
and a cool color. That way I could cover the entire stage in a smooth wash and still isolate areas
of the stage as needed.
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Texture
When I did my original
lighting design for Twelfth Night, I
designed several systems of gobos;
but, on inspecting my inventory, I
discovered that I lacked the
instruments needed for that type of
design. I opted to reduce my
number of gobo systems and rely

Image 10: Utah State University production photo, texture

instead on floor projections to achieve my textures. My hope was to use textures that had
movement in them, such as the swaying of trees in the breeze casting shadows on the ground.
Many of the textures in Twelfth Night are exterior textures, like the tree textures
mentioned above or a shipping port. I did also make use of ocean textures and interior textures
such as wallpaper and windows. Most of the textures that I used for this production had
movement and were
digitally projected
images, rather than
those achieved using a
gobo and a light. This
was an important yet
subtle addition to the
garden scenes.

Image 11: Utah State University production photo, tree projections
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Intensity and Contrast
Twelfth Night has an extremely
varied set of moods and locations. Most
of the play has a comedic element
underlying the romance or conflict but
some of the moments are quite moving.
One example is when Lady Olivia is
alone in the garden giving a monologue
Image 12: Utah State University production photo,
Sebastian leaves Antonio

about her thoughts on love. Another is

when Sebastian and Antonio arrive in Illyria. Both moments contrasted the typical comedic flow
of the rest of the play. To accommodate and support this contrast, I needed some way to add
some contrast in the lighting, which I did through isolation. In moments that contrasted the bright
and jovial feeling of the play, I isolated the area of action on the stage. This accomplished two
things: first, the focus of light encouraged the audience to focus on the action, and second, it
shifted the mood, contrasting it from that of the scenes in the full stage light.
Color
The colors I chose for Twelfth Night came from both the realistic research I found as well
as the romanticized colors found in the images of shipwrecks. These colors contained cools such
as blues and greens as well as warmer colors like amber. I selected several variations of these
colors to use in my design.
Once I had established my palette, I started selecting actual gels from the Rosco gel
filters. I also relied on my lighting design assistant’s input to make my final selections. I selected
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my face light colors first because I knew that my key light would mostly come from the face
light due to the wide viewing angle of the Morgan Theatre.
R03, Dark Bastard Amber:
I chose Rosco 02 or R02 for the amber face light because it is the most
saturated of the Bastard Ambers, meaning I get more color out of it. It still has
a relatively high transmission rate of 62% which means that roughly 62% of
white light can pass through it. This means I can still get a lot of intensity out of the gel which
makes it a good balance between saturate color and intensity. Normally, the more saturated a gel
color is, the less light is able to pass through which lessens the intensity of the light. Bastard
Ambers also have a significant amount of pink hue in them which makes them well suited for
simulating sunlight on Caucasian skin tones.
R63, Pale Blue:
Rosco 63 is typically used for creating an overcast feeling, but it can also
be an effective face light color for moonlight. Because Illyria is an island, it
would likely have many storms. Since there is a storm in the script, I opted to
use this color as my cool face light. The light transmission for Pale Blue is about 56% which is
reasonably high for a blue, meaning I could get a lot of light from this gel color while still
creating an atmosphere of night or darkness.
R15, Deep Straw:
Deep Straw is a golden amber with just a hint of green and has a
transmission rate of 65%. This makes it an excellent color to use in a leaf
breakup gobo which is exactly what I used it for. The hint of green can make
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the light feel as though it was filtered through the green of tree leaves; yet, it is predominantly a
golden amber which is a color that is often associated with the sun. Both traits made it an
exceptional color for the outdoor scenes which often take place in gardens under trees.
R55, Lilac:
R55 is a light lilac color that has a transmission rate of 37%. The typical
stage light uses an incandescent lamp which means that it burns a filament in a
sealed gas chamber much like the light bulbs Thomas Edison invented. This burning causes the
light emitted from these bulbs to have a warm amber hue. This amber hue can be corrected by
adding a violet filter such as R51 and R53. The violet filter changes the light into an almost pure
white light. R55 is slightly more saturated than the other gels, which shift the color past white
and slightly into the cooler range. I used this color in conjunction with a leaf breakup to simulate
moonlight through the trees. This was effective because typically natural moonlight is in the
cooler range, but still close to white light.
R42, Deep Salmon:
R42 is a pinkish amber that only allows about 8% of light to transmit
through it. I used this as front toner to help add a slight pink hue to some of the
more romantic scenes such as the wedding at the end.
R357, Royal Lavender:
I used R357 as my cool toner because it has a lot of red and blue. It is very
saturated and has a transmission rate of only 5%. This saturating causes
scenery and costumes with reds and blues to feel very rich in color.
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R124, R125, and R126:
These are respectively: Red Cyc
Silk, Blue Cyc Silk, and Green Cyc Silk.
Cyc Silk has a lined texture that spreads the light as it passes through the gel. This gives a more
even wash to the cyclorama. The colors red, blue, and green are commonly referred to as the
primary colors of light and in theory, a designer should be able to get any color by mixing these
three. Although this doesn’t work perfectly in real life applications, I was still able to get
millions of colors by mixing these three colors.
Drafting
I drafted my face light first because I knew that in the Morgan Theatre it would require a
lot of lights to cover the three sides of the thrust in face light. If I attempted to do my face light
last I would end up being short in instruments for my face light which would have caused serious
issues. A lighting designer’s primary job is to light the actors; and, without adequate face light, I
would have failed in that regard. The next thing I drafted was my side light, which is a personal
favorite to use when I sculpt the stage with light because of how well side light shapes the body
and scenery. After drafting my side light, I drafted my top light and cyc light, leaving my toner
light and specials for last.

Image 13: Light Plot section, face light
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Image 14: Hang Plot
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Image 15: Floor Plot

Light and Projection Renderings
As mentioned earlier I,
used Cinema 4D to do my
rendering. This turned out to be
more accurate, but more time
consuming than other rendering
processes like Photoshop. Much
of the time taken to do these
renderings was based on the fact

Image 16: Rendering, pathway

that most of the renderings were video renderings rather than just still images. The remainder of
the time these renderings consumed was because when working in 3D, you don’t have a perfect
idea of what it will actually look like until you render out a frame or video. This is because you
are typically working in
wireframe mode which means that
you are only seeing a low-quality
representation of what it will look
like. This meant I worked, then
rendered, then returned to fix
mistakes repeatedly.
Image 17: Rendering, Scene 0

The process of 3D rendering

starts with building the scenery and the stage. Since the set wasn’t drafted by the time I needed to
build my renderings I used the set designer’s model to build my 3D Model in Vectorworks. Once
I had the basics of the set designed, I imported the files into Cinema 4D and used the set
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designer’s Photoshop files to texture the 3D model. That way the texture in the 3D rendering was
the same as the texture in the model. After completing this task, I began positioning lights in 3D
space and changing their colors. I used a color picker to select the exact colors of the gels that I
wanted and see how they would react in the rendering. I then created several moving projections
and imported them into Cinema 4D as a texture which allowed me to create video renderings of
the projections in the 3D model. All of this was useful for me but it was also useful to the
director who had a better idea of what the end result would look like.
Production Process
Budget:
My budget was $1000 for both lights and projections. Between all of the cable, gel, and
adapters needed, I struggled to stay inside of my budget. I ended up cutting the original colors
that I wanted in the cyclorama and opted instead to use the red, blue, and green that was already
in the cyc cells. This saved me a significant amount of money.
Hang:
The hang for this show was difficult because the theatre department shares this space
with the music department and I was unable to access the space until about a week before tech
rehearsal. To top it off, I ended up getting in a car accident and missed a day and then I got the
stomach flu and missed a few more days. After that, Patrick, my assistant projection designer,
got the stomach flu and he was out for a few days. As a result of these issues, I didn’t have the
show hung and focused before first tech and had to work extremely hard to finish in time for
dress rehearsal. I also ended up cutting about half of my original plot and only kept the
essentials. This ultimately hurt my design, but it was unavoidable. Sometimes things aren’t ideal
and we make the best of a difficult situation.
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Focus:
Because of how far behind I was with the hang, I focused as quickly as I could and ended
up getting it done just in time to program.
Programming:
Programming was rushed to say the least. As I look at the images of the show in retrospect, I
wish that I would have had more time to perfect the design. However, I am pleased with the
result of the show in consideration of the challenges that I encountered in the process.

Image 18: Utah State University production photo, Sebastian in the garden
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Image 19: Utah State University production photo, wedding
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Image 20: Utah State University production photo, Lady Olivia
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Image 21: Utah State University production photo, preshow

Evaluation
I am happy with the way it turned out, but part of that is because I know the challenges
that I faced when executing the design. I do hope that someday I have the opportunity to do
Twelfth Night again and that the production isn’t plagued by as many issues. I learned a great
deal about projections and the way that they are useful in live theatre. I also learned a lot about
Cinema 4D and its application to rendering for live theatre. One of the biggest things that I
learned is how hard it can be to balance two designs at once. I was only successful in this
instance because of the aid of my assistants and their efforts to make the show a success.
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